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ABSTRACT:
This research compared ratings of task performance and contextual performance from three different sources:
self, peer, and supervisor. Participants were service industry employees in the service industries in Yogyakarta,
Indonesia. A Sample of 146 employees and 40 supervisors from the service industries provided ratings of task
performance and contextual performance. The results indicated that there were significant differences in the mean
ratings across the two sources. Self-ratings and peer-ratings of task and contextual performance are not
significantly different, but self-rating and supervisor-ratings of task and contextual performance are significantly
different. Peer-ratings are significantly different from supervisor ratings of task performance, but not significantly
different of contextual performance. Using MTMM matrix, there is a convergence for self-rating and peer-ratings
of task and contextual performance. I also find strong method effects, indicating that ratings from different
sources provide different information. Using raters from different levels may also help to develop consensus,
eliminate bias, and perhaps in turn lead to general acceptance by ratee. Practitioner considering the use of selfrating should be aware that there is liable to be much disagreement.
Keywords: Task performance, Contextual performance, Self-rating, Peer-rating, Supervisor-rating

INTRODUCTION
Multisource performance rating systems have
become increasingly popular in the recent years.
Common source includes supervisors, peers, and
self-ratings. Subordinate rating would show low
correlation with all other sources (Conway and
Huffcutt, 1997). This is mainly due to the fact
that subordinates are likely to observe a
relatively small and different portion of their
managers’ job performance, relative to the
amount of observation by supervisor or peers.
The assumption underlying the use of multiple
source ratings in 3600 program should be
examined and evaluated empirically. One of the
assumptions is that ratings from different
organizational levels provide different, relatively
unique perspectives (Borman, 1997). Research
supporting this assumption is that interrater
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agreement within organizational level has
generally been found to be higher than across
level. One issue that is particularly important is
the congruence between self-ratings and other
ratings (e.g., ratings from source such as
supervisors, peers, subordinates, and customers)
(Mersman and Donaldson, 2000). These ratings
affect how results from 3600 feedback are
interpreted and presented to participants.
The extent of rater congruence in multi rater
systems is of practical importance because it
affects how results are interpreted and presented
to participants. Self-ratings tend to be more
controversial: they have been identified as
lenient and restricted in range, possessing halo,
and not having construct validity (McEnery and
Blanchard, 1999). Convergence between self
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and other ratings of performance may be an
indicator for convergent validity, leniency bias,
self-awareness, or accuracy. Yamarino and
Atwater (1997) defined accurate ratings that are
in agreement, and accurate estimators as those
who rate themselves in alignment with how
others rate them. It is consistent with what
Bozeman (1997) said the interrater agreement
than convergence leads to reliability which
subsequently leads to validity. It is typically
believed that lack of agreement indicates invalid
ratings.
The primary problem with self-ratings is that
they frequently disagree with supervisor ratings
and they differ in the expected direction, the
employees rate themselves higher than does the
supervisor (Tsui and Barry, 1986). The reasons
for discrepancies are informational differences
about what is to be performed and how to be
performed, different schemes associated with
employee performance and psychological
defense by the employee about their
performance. Peer ratings are unfortunately
highly unreliable. Shore, Shore, and Thornton
(1992) found that peer ratings were superior in
predicting performance than were selfevaluation. Peer would obviously interact with
an employee in a much different manner than
supervisors or subordinates.
According to classical measurement theory,
validity and reliability are related. The
relationship between validity and reliability is
not reciprocal (Kasten and Nevo, 2008). Validity
implies a minimum of reliability, but not
reverses. Interrater reliability is considered as an
important feature of performance appraisal
quality. In the context of performance
measurement, it assesses the extent to which
different raters are consistent in appraising the
performance of several individuals. Interrater
reliability is used as the main reliability estimate
for the correction of validity coefficients when
the criterion is that of job performance ratings.
Schmidt, Viswesvaran, and Ones (2000) asserted
that interrater reliability is the only appropriate
reliability index for this purpose. The most
popular measure of inter rater reliability is the
correlations between raters.
Numerous advantages of using multiple
raters have been cited, for example, enhanced
ability to observe and measure various job
facets, greater reliability, fairness, ratee

acceptance, and improve defensibility of the
performance appraisal program from a legal
standpoint (Harris and Schaubroeck, 1988).
Comparing different rating sources (especially
supervisors and peers) has been a frequent
research topic. Both Harris and Schaubroeck
(1988) and Conway and Huffcutt (1997) found
relatively low correlations between self and
other raters. Disagreement between self-ratings
and other ratings can be in either two directions:
self-ratings greater than other ratings and selfratings less than other ratings (Mersman and
Donaldson, 2000).
Some researches have observed relatively
high peer-supervisor correlations, but others
have found much lower correlations between
peer and supervisor performance ratings (Harris
and Schaubroeck, 1988). This is because
different raters may observe different
dimensions of performance or have different
definitions of effective performance. Yu and
Murphy (1993) found self-ratings show low to
moderate correlations with ratings obtained from
supervisor and peers. Self-ratings are actually
higher or more lenient than ratings obtained
from supervisor or peers (Harris and
Schaubroeck, 1988; Yu and Murphy,1993;
Khalid and Ali, 2005). Previous researches
examined task performance has demonstrated a
lack of agreement in performance ratings
obtained from different ratings sources.
Multisource issues in performance appraisal
make more reliability rating, better performance
information,
and
greater
performance
improvement. Convergence between self and
other ratings of performance may be an indicator
for convergent validity, leniency bias, selfawareness, and accuracy (Mersman and
Donaldson, 2000).
Several researchers have suggested that job
performance relates to two distinct sets of
behavior, those that are defined in the formal job
description and those that are defined by the
organization’s social context (Kline and Sulsky,
2009). We have two kinds of performance, inrole performance or task performance and extrarole performance or contextual performance or
organizational citizenship behavior (OCB). The
notion of contextual performance is important to
fully describe the criterion domain of job
performance (Borman and Motowidlo, 1997).
Contextual performance is behavior that
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contributes to the organizational, social, and
psychological environment in accomplishing
goals. Contextual behaviors include such
behaviors as volunteering, helping, and
endorsing organizational objectives and have
been shown to be an important aspect of
effective performance.
Frontline service employees are often the
primary customers’ contacts. Service employee
performance can play a key role in affecting
customer outcomes (Netemeyer and Maxham
III, 2007). There is little evidence as how to best
gauge
service
employee
performance
particularly in a service recovery context. Should
employee rate themselves? Should supervisors
act as the primary source of service employee
performance ratings? Should coworkers set as
raters of service employee performance ratings?
Should some combination of three be used?
Further, should just in-role performance be
assessed and rewarded, or should performance
beyond in-role required be assessed and
rewarded as well?
Studies in rater agreement typically use task
performance as the measure on which rating
convergence is assessed. The extent of rater
agreement using measure of contextual
performance has not been adequately addressed
in research to date. Moreover, the question of
whether or not convergent differ according to
performance dimension - task or contextual
performance has not been fully explored. The
aim of this study is to examine the comparability
of ratings of task performance and contextual
performance provided by different ratings
sources. It will be done through examining the
correlations between self-rating and other ratings
(supervisor-ratings and peer-ratings) and the
correlations between supervisor and peer-ratings
as the performance appraisal in addition to task
performance and contextual performance and by
examining the differences between two raters:
self-peer ratings, self-supervisor ratings, and
peer-supervisor ratings as well.
Literature Review and Hypotheses
Researchers have traditionally thought of job
performance in terms of what Borman and
Motowidlo
(1997)
considered
“task
performance”—that is, employee effectiveness
with regard to those activities that contribute to
their organization’s “technical core.” Of late,

several researchers (e.g., Rotundo and Sackett,
2002) have speculated that overall job
performance is a function not only of task
performance but also of “contextual” behavior
such as OCB. Job performance, or “the set of
behaviors that are relevant to the goals of the
organization or the organizational unit in which
a person works”, remains a primary concern for
organizational behavior researchers; indeed, it
has been suggested that improving job
performance is one of, if not the primary
purposes
for
organizational
researchers
(Viswesvaran, Ones, & Hough, 2001). The
fascination job performance as a topic holds for
both researchers and managers lies largely in the
importance of such behaviors to the
organization: job performance has been shown
to relate to an organization’s profit,
effectiveness, and survival (Motowidlo et al.,
1997). Peer and self-ratings may be more useful
in development for human resource decisions,
because more candid ratings may be elicited
(McEnery and Blanchard, 1999).
As
opposed
to
task
performance
(performance defined by job descriptions and
formally rewarded), contextual performance
includes behaviors that are neither outlined for
our expected of an employee (Borman, 1997).
Behaviors in contextual performance are labeled
OCB as individual behavior that in aggregate
aids organizational effectiveness. This behavior
is neither required by the individual’s job
description, nor directly rewarded by a formal
reward system and as such can be thought of as
extra-role performance or extra-role behavior.
Extra-role behavior has been defined as
individuals behaviors that are discretionary, not
directly or explicitly recognized by the formal
reward systems and in the aggregate promote the
effective functioning of an organization.
Smith, Organ, and Near (1983) demonstrated
that there are two factors in the extra-role
performance scale, altruism and generalized
compliance. Altruism describes the employee
who directly and intentionally helps individuals
in personal interaction. Generalized compliance
refers to an impersonal form of conscientiousness
manifested by adherence. Puffer (1987) found
that a combined of compliance and altruism was
related to need achievement as well as to
satisfaction with rewards and to a perceived lack
of peer competition. Studies in rater agreement
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typically use task performance as the measure on
which rating convergence in assessed. The
extent of rater agreement using measure of
contextual performance has not been adequately
addressed in research to date. Performance
feedback from multiple sources including self,
supervisor, subordinate, peers, and customers
has been shown to lead to more reliable ratings,
better performance information, and greater
performance improvements than traditional
performance appraisal methods.
It is important to examine convergence
across multiple measures of job performance
include task and contextual performance
domains (Mersman and Donaldson, 2000). Task
performance defined by job description and
formally rewarded. Contextual performance
(citizenship behavior) is performance or
behavior that is neither by individual’s job
description nor directly rewarded by a formal
reward system, and as such can be thought as
extra role performance. Lowering the scores of
ratings by others such as supervisor and peers
will occur. Supervisor ratings might be bias due
to halo effect, memory distortion, and selective
memory because contextual performance is so
difficult to observed (Schnake, 1991).
One of the constraints in extra-role
performance research is reliability and validity
solely on ratings provided by immediate
supervisors, peers, or by self-ratings. The use of
self-rating of extra-role performance may be
exposed to social desirability effect that is the
tendency for individuals to inflate rating of their
own performance (Schnake, 1991) and thus
invite spuriously high correlations (Organ and
Ryan, 1995). However, very little research has
been conducted comparing ratings obtained from
supervisors, peers, and self-ratings. The study by
Becker and Vance (1993) found a moderate
correlation between self-ratings and supervisorratings of extra-role performance. Allen,
Barnard, Rush, and Russell (2000) found no
relationship between these two sources of
ratings. Harris and Schaubroeck (1988) use
meta-analysis to determine the degree of
correlation between self, peer, and supervisor
ratings. They found that peer and supervisor
ratings have higher correlation than self and
supervisor ratings and self and peers ratings.
Drawing from Wherry’s theory of rating
(Wherry and Bartlett, 1982), summarized three

primary factors that influence performance
ratings: actual job performance exhibited by the
ratee, perceptual and recall bias associated with
the rater, and measurement error. The first and
second factors are delineated as systematic error.
Measurement error is characterized as
unsystematic or random variance. Variance
attributable to actual performance is considered
as “true” variance. Variance attributable to rater
bias is generally referred to as non random errors
affecting the measurement of a concept. There
are two major types of rater bias effects, halo
errors and leniency error. Halo error refers to the
tendency of raters to allow an overall impression
of a ratee to influence judgment along several
quasi-independent dimensions. Leniency error
refers to rater’s tendency to assign ratings that
are generally higher (or lower) than are
warranted by the ratees’ actual performance. The
other type of rater bias refers to effects
associated with the raters’ organizational
perspective (self, subordinate, peers, and
supervisor).
In peer evaluation, an individual’s
performance is evaluated by one or more of that
individual’s coworker, other than the
individual’s direct boss, subordinates or external
customers. Peer appraisal is generally defined as
the process by which an individual’s colleges
who are of more or less the same rank in the
organization evaluate the performance of that
individual. Conway and Lance (2010) found the
argumentation about self report measurement.
One side said that there is common method
variance (CMV) in self report measures,
including relationships between self-report
variables are necessarily and routinely upwardly
biased. Other reports (or other methods) are
supervisor to self reports and rating sources (e.g.
self and other) constitute measurement methods.
Studies in rater agreement typically use task
performance as the measure on which rating
convergence is assessed. The extent of rater
agreement using measures of contextual
performance has not been adequately addressed
in research to date. The question of whether or
not
convergence
differs
according
to
performance dimension, task or contextual has
not been fully explored (Conway, 1996).
Correlations between sources were examined to
help understand the value of including multiple
sources of rating system. Interrater reliabilities
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have implications for increasing the quality of
rating systems and for correcting observed
relations. Multitrait - Multimethod (MTMM) or
Multitrait – Multirater (MTMR) framework was
designed to facilitates inferences regarding the
construct validity measures by examining the
degree to which the same trait measured by
different methods was related (convergent
validity) and different traits were distinct from
one another (discriminant validity).
According to classical measurement theory,
validity and reliability are related. The
relationship between validity and reliability is
not reciprocal. Validity implies e minimal value
of reliability, but not the reverse. The greater the
error variance, the lower the validity coefficient
(Kasten and Nevo, 2008). Researchers found a
positive relationship between reliability and
convergent validity and no linier relationship
was found between reliability and discriminate
validity. There are two methods that widely used
to estimate the reliability of performance ratings.
First, measures of internal consistency (α) can be
used to estimate intrarater reliability. Second,
measures agreement between raters can be used
to estimate interrater reliability. Interrater
reliability is the correlation between raters
(Murphy and De Shon, 2000). Generalizability
theory suggest that variance due to raters is
probably not “true s core”. Rater effects are quite
distinct from random measurement errors and
depending on the shorts of inferences one wishes
to make about rating. Traditional view of
interrater agreement said that convergence leads
to reliability which subsequently leads to
validity. Lack of agreement indicates invalid
ratings. Accuracy rating is rating that are in
agreement and accurate estimators as those who
rate themselves in alignment with how others
rate them.
Social style theory is defined as a particular
pattern of actions that others can observe and
agree on for describing a person’s behavior.
Three notable studies (Farh et al., 1991; Yu and
Murphy, 1993; Furnham and Stringfield, 1994)
examined self-ratings and corresponding
supervisory ratings in a cross cultural context.
Farh et al. (1991) found that in the collectivist
culture, employee rated their own performance
more harshly than did their bosses. Because
collectivist culture emphasizes harmony in
relationships, there is pressure for workers to

understate individual accomplishments and
exhibit personal modesty. Yu and Murphy
(1993) and Furnham and Stringfield (1994)
found self-ratings to be significantly higher for
chinese employees when compared to their
supervisor’s ratings. Conway and Lance (2010)
found that self reports are clearly appropriate for
job satisfaction and many other private events,
but for other constructs such as job
characteristics or job performance, other type of
measure might be appropriate or even superior.
Therefore a hypothesis can be concluded as
below:
H1: There is the difference between self-rating
and other ratings of task and contextual
performance.
H2: There are correlations between self-rating of
task and contextual performance and supervisorratings of task and contextual performance.
H3: There are correlations between self-rating of
task and contextual performance and peerratings of task and contextual performance.
H4: There are correlations between supervisorratings of task and contextual performance and
peer-ratings of task and contextual performance.
RESEARCH METHOD
Sample and Procedure

The sample consisted of 146 employees
(with response rate 97.33%) of 150 employees
from service industries in Indonesia, especially
in Yogyakarta. Of the 146 respondents, 83 were
female and 63 were male. Each employee also
rated one friend, so I have 146 self-evaluations
and 146 peer-evaluations. On the other hand, 40
supervisors evaluation questionnaires return
completely filled. Each supervisor rated three
until five subordinates. Employee and supervisor
throughout the service industries in Yogyakarta
received pen-and-paper surveys. Respondents
were assured of anonymity and completed the
survey during working hours.
Measures

This research uses a questionnaire that is
developed by some previous researchers by
translating from and retranslating it to the
original language. Each participant in the study
was required to complete three measures:
altruism, generalized compliance, and task
performance. Questionnaires on the altruism and
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generalized compliance are taken from those
developed by previous researchers, such as
Konovsky and Organ (1996); Williams and
Anderson (1991); Farh, Podsakoff, and Organ
(1990); Niehoff and Moorman (1993); Morrison,
(1994).
Job or task performance (in-role
performance) was measured using items from
Williams and Anderson (1991).
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Reliability and Validity Analysis

To assess the reliability of the measurement
items of all variables, an internal consistency
check was carried out. The Cronbach alpha from
the test yielded a record of 0.7827 for altruism,
0.8234 for generalized compliance, and 0.8192
for task performance, which is far above the cutoff line of reliability as recommended by Hair,
Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham (2006).
Content validity that is used to assess for the
measurement instruments was done in the pretested stage by soliciting the expert opinions of
two professors from a university who are
research specialists in quantitative methodology
and organizational behavior disciplines. The
scale was then pre-tested on 30 respondents who
were employee of service industry that have
similar characteristics to the target population as
suggested by Sekaran and Bougie (2010). Factor
analysis (FA) was also performed on the
construct under study. Factor extraction was
executed and any Eigenvalue that is greater than
one (1) will be adopted. To further simplify the
interpretation and seek a simpler structure, the
Orthogonal technique and the varimax rotation
was then performed. The varimax rotated
principal components factor revealed one
structure factor. The factor loading recorded
loading of between 0.518 and 0.850. Given all
the items extracted were recorded above 0.5.
With varimax rotation and factor loading of
minimum 0.5 as suggested by Hair, Black,
Babin, Anderson, and Tatham (2006) the results
of construct validity testing are practically
significant.
Descriptive Statistics and Mean Difference
between Two raters of Task and Contextual
Performance

Factor analysis is carried out to test construct
validity. Then, with varimax rotation and factor

loading the minimum of 0.5 as suggested by
Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham
(2006) is achieved as a result of construct
validity test which is practically significant.
Then, the items that have the construct validity
with the use of factor analysis are tested for their
reliability. Based on theoretical and empirical
estimations all variables were hypothesized to be
positively related. Means, standard deviation,
and mean difference between two raters are
provided in tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 shows the average and relation
between variables used in the research. The table
shows that the average altruism of self raters is
(3.5499) lower than that of supervisors’ (3.6918)
and peers’ (3.7290). The deviation standard of
altruism of self raters is (0.54452) higher than
that of supervisors’ (0.53312) but lower than
peers’ (0.62003) which result in index rate of
6.5193 for self-evaluation, 6.9248 for
supervisors’ evaluation, and 6.0142 for peer’s
evaluation. It doesn’t show the existence of
leniency bias in the altruism when using the self
rating. Employees tend to make the objective
evaluation. The deviation standard of
supervisors’ evaluation is lower than selfevaluation. This is the evident that supervisor
doesn’t know the subordinate’s altruism. The
deviation standard of peers’ evaluation is higher
than self-evaluation. This is the evident that
peers know the coworkers’ altruism. Based on
the t-test, self-rating and peer-ratings and selfrating and supervisor-ratings are significantly
different, but peer-ratings and supervisor-ratings
is not significantly different.
The average generalized compliance of self
raters is (4.3740) lower than that of supervisors’
(4.4795) but higher than peers’ (4.2521). The
deviation standard of generalized compliance of
self raters is (0.51796) higher than that of
supervisors’ (0.50840) but lower than peers’
(0.54383) which result in index rate of 8.4447
for self-evaluation, 8.8110 for supervisors’
evaluation, and 7.8188 for peer’s evaluation. It
doesn’t show the existence of leniency bias in
the generalized compliance when using the self
rating. The deviation standard of supervisors’
evaluation is lower than self-evaluation. This is
the evident that supervisor doesn’t know the
subordinate’s generalized compliance. The
deviation standard of peers’ evaluation is higher
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ratings are significantly different, but self-rating
and supervisor-ratings are not significantly
different.

than self-evaluation. This is the evident that
peers know the coworkers’ generalized
compliance. Based on the t-test, self-rating and
peer-ratings and peer-ratings and supervisor-

Table 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Mean Differences Between Two Raters of Two Dimensions of OCB
(Altruism and Generalized Compliance)
Types Rater

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Of Mean

Altruism – self-rating

3.5499

0.54452

0.04507

Altruism – peer-rating

3.7290

0.62003

0.05131

Altruism – self-rating

3.5499

0.54452

0.04507

Altruism – supervisor rating

3.6918

0.53312

0.04412

Altruism – peer-rating

3.7290

0.62003

0.05131

Altruism – supervisor rating

3.6918

0.53312

0.04412

Generalized Compliance – self-rating

4.3740

0.51796

0.04287

Generalized Compliance – peer-rating

4.2521

0.54383

0.04501

Generalized Compliance – self-rating

4.3740

0.51796

0.04287

Generalized Compliance – supervisor-rating

4.4795

0.50840

0.04208

Generalized Compliance – peer-rating

4.2521

0.54383

0.04501

Generalized Compliance – supervisor-rating

4.4795

0.50840

0.04208

t

Sign.

3.164

0.002

2.342

0.021

0.533

0.595

2.415

0.017

1.715

0.089

3.680

0.000

Table 2: Means, Standard Deviations, and Mean Differences Between Two Raters of Task Performance
and Contextual Performance
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error Of
Mean

Task Performance – self-rating

3.9853

0.36824

0.03048

Task Performance – peer-rating

4.0254

0.41120

0.03403

Task Performance – self-rating

3.9853

0.36824

0.03048

Task Performance – supervisor rating

4.5205

0.47919

0.03966

Task Performance – peer-rating

4.0254

0.41120

0.03403

Task Performance – supervisor rating

4.5205

0.47919

0.03966

Contextual Performance – self-rating

3.9619

0.40401

0.03344

Contextual Performance – peer-rating

3.9903

0.48837

0.04042

Contextual Performance – self-rating

3.9619

0.40401

0.03344

Contextual Performance – supervisor rating

4.0857

0.45357

0.03754

Contextual Performance – peer-rating

3.9903

0.48837

0.04042

Contextual Performance – supervisor rating

4.0857

0.45357

0.03754

Types Rater
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t

Sign.

0.999

0.319

11.246

0.000

8.959

0.000

0.659

0.511

2.488

0.014

1.681

0.095
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deviation standard of supervisors’ evaluation is
higher than self-evaluation. This is the evident
that supervisor knows the subordinate’s
contextual performance. The deviation standard
of peers’ evaluation is higher than selfevaluation. This is also the evident that peers
know the coworkers’ contextual performance. I
can say that the job description of employees is
very clear for employees, supervisors, and
coworkers. Based on the t-test, self-rating and
peer-ratings and peer-ratings and supervisorratings are not significantly different, but selfrating and supervisor-ratings are significantly
different.
Based on analyses of Table 2, hypothesis 1 is
not fully supported, because self-peer ratings are
not significantly different for contextual and task
performance; self-supervisor ratings are not
significantly different for task and contextual
performance; and self-supervisor ratings are
significantly different for task performance but
not significantly different for contextual
performance. The smaller deviation standard
also shows that the individuals tend to see
themselves as good. Peers’ evaluation has a
greater deviation standard and smaller average
which shows peers are more objective in
evaluating their subordinates’ performance.
Hypothesis 2, 3, and 4 postulated that there are
relationship between self-rating and supervisorratings, self-rating and peer-ratings, and
supervisor-ratings and peer-ratings. Table 3
shows correlations between self-rating and
others-ratings of task performance and
contextual performance.

The table 2 shows the average task
performance of self raters is (3.9853) lower than
that of supervisors’ (4.5205) and peers’ (4.0254).
The deviation standard of task performance of
self raters is (0.36824) lower than that of
supervisors’ (0.47919) and peers’ (0.41120)
which result in index rate of 10.8226 for selfevaluation, 9.43363 for supervisors’ evaluation,
and 9.7894 for peer’s evaluation. It shows the
existence of leniency bias in the task
performance when using the self rating. The
deviation standard of supervisors’ evaluation is
higher than self-evaluation. This is the evident
that supervisor knows the subordinate’s task
performance. The deviation standard of peers’
evaluation is higher than self-evaluation. This is
also the evident that peers know the coworkers’
task performance. I can say that the job
description of employees is very clear for
employees, supervisors, and coworkers. Based
on the t-test, self-rating and peer-ratings is not
significantly different, but self-rating and
supervisor-ratings
and
peer-ratings
and
supervisor-ratings are significantly different.
Contextual performance has different result
of evaluation. The average contextual
performance of self raters is (3.9619) lower than
that of supervisors’ (4.0857) and peers’ (3.9903).
The deviation standard of task performance of
self raters is (0.40401) lower than that of
supervisors’ (0.45357) and peers’ (0.48837)
which result in index rate of 9.8064 for selfevaluation, 9.0079 for supervisors’ evaluation,
and 8.1706 for peer’s evaluation. It shows the
existence of leniency bias in the contextual
performance when using the self-rating. The

Table 3: Correlations between Two Raters of Contextual Performance and Task Performance

Contextual performance - self-rating (1)

1

2

3

4

5

6

1.000

0.021

0.328**

0.328**

0.007

0.258**

1.000

-0.056

-0.030

0.227**

-0.126

1.000

0.134

-0.020

0.514**

1.000

0.097

0.230**

1.000

-0.121

Contextual Performance – supervisor-ratings (2)
Contextual Performance – peer-ratings (3)
Task Performance – self-rating (4)
Task Performance – supervisor-ratings (5)

1.000

Task Performance – peer-ratings (6)
Notes: **correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Table 3 shows significant correlation
between contextual performance and task
performance in the same rater. Correlation
between self-rating of contextual performance
and task performance is 0.328, between peerratings of contextual performance and task
performance is 0.514, and supervisor-ratings of
contextual performance and task performance is
0.227. An examination of correlation matrix
indicates that there are significant but moderate
relationship between self-rating and peer-ratings
of contextual performance (0.328) and
significant but moderate relationship between
self-ratings of task performance (0.230). That
correlation matrix also shows that there are no
relationship between peer and supervisor ratings
of task and contextual performance and between
self and supervisor ratings of task and contextual
performance. Based on analyses of Table 3,
hypothesis 2 is not supported, because
correlations between self ratings and supervisorratings of task and contextual performance are
not significant. Hypothesis 3 is supported,
because correlations between self ratings and
peer-ratings of task and contextual performance
are significant. Hypothesis 4 is not supported,
because correlations between peer-ratings and
supervisor-ratings of task and contextual
performance are not significant.
DISCUSSION
The results of the research show that
measuring the contextual performance and task
performance with the use of self and supervisor
ratings indicates a significant gap. Peer-self
correlations should be significant but low and
peer-supervisor and self-supervisor correlations
are not significant. The low correlation between
raters is because three reason (Harris and
Schaubroeck, 1988). First, an egocentric bias.
Self rater and individuals with high self esteem
may inflate their rating. Based on attribution
theory, good performance because their own
behavior and poor performance because
environment factors. Second, difference in
organizational level. Raters at different levels
define and measure performance differently.
Raters on the same level (self and peers) would
provide similar ratings. Third, observational
opportunity. Peers have more opportunities to
observe ratees than supervisors. Previous
research found that self-supervisor and peer-

supervisor ratings exhibit lower correlations than
self-peer ratings.
Research about peer and supervisor ratings of
performance is important to theory and practice,
as peers are frequently viewed as especially
valuable sources of performance information
(Greguras et al., 2003). In some environment,
peers may be unwilling to evaluate each other
critically. This is because they may feel that
appraisal is their managers’ job and they should
protect their peers by not providing negative data
about them. Researchers said that peers make
uniformity bias. Peer-ratings would be to
appraise their peers’ achievement nearly the
same as self-rating. Correlations for self, peer,
and supervisor were moderated by job type
(Conway and Huffcutt, 1997). Managerial jobs
showed
lower
correlation
than
did
nonmanagerial jobs and higher complexity of
job was associated with lower correlations
between sources.
The result of this study show that there is low
correlation between self and peer ratings on task
performance and contextual performance and
there is no relationship between self and
supervisor ratings and peer and supervisor
ratings on task performance and contextual
performance. A number studied found, an
average, a low correlation between self-ratings
and others ratings including supervisor and peer
ratings. This is because individuals have a
significantly different view of their own task
performance than that held by other people.
Peers have more opportunities to observe ratees
and at more revealing times than do supervisors.
Self-supervisor and peer-supervisor ratings
exhibit for no significant correlations, but selfpeer ratings has significant correlations. This
explanation implies that supervisors disagree
with a ratee because they have few opportunities
to observe the individuals performance and the
behaviors they do observe do not reflect true
performance levels.
Correlations between self-ratings and peerratings are not only imperfect, they are not
constants (Paunonen and O’Neill, 2010). They
can be higher on some behavior attributes and
lower on other attributes, and they can be higher
in some groups of respondents a lower in other
groups. If self-peer correlations are higher on
more observable behaviors and lower on less
observable behaviors and if the peer is to be
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considered the ultimate criterion of target
personality, this must mean that the target, and
not the peer, rates him or herself more accurately
on the more observable behaviors and less
accurately on the less observable behaviors. The
peer-ratings, not the self-ratings are affected by
the
observability
of
the
behaviors
underconsideration. Peers have a greater
opportunity to observe performance than
supervisors and that this increased opportunity
may lead to improve evaluation (Stubblebine,
2001). Stubblebine (2001) found that for peers
evaluation is usually not part of their formal job
responsibilities, nor are they compensated for it.
Interrater reliability is the correlation
between raters (Murphy and De Shon, 2000), but
the systematic rater effects not associated with
random measurement error affect job
performance ratings (Kasten and Nevo, 2008).
Raters are influenced by a wide range of factors
others than the wish to be accurate, such as their
personal relationships with the rater or their
desire to motivate subordinates or peers. The
higher level of self-peer agreement is due to
personal relevance, while the lower level of selfpeer agreement is the result of social relevance
(Koestner et al., 1994). Personal relevance refers
to whether a trait is central to a person’s self
identity (self motives) whereas social relevance
refers to the perceived social value of given trait
(social motives).
Yu and Murphy (1993) cited well
documented differences between Eastern and
Western cultures in terms of the relative
emphasizes placed on individualism versus
collectivism, and suggested that self-ratings
were lower than ratings obtained from others.
The results of this study also show that there is
leniency bias of self-rating. This study suggested
that leniency of self-ratings observed in western
research may not be universal pattern. This study
is in Eastern (in Indonesia, especially in
Yogyakarta) and this study show self-rating is
more lenient than other ratings. The quality of
peer-ratings is very sensitive to the context in
which the ratings are obtained when peer-ratings
were conducted for evaluative purpose. Peer
raters tended to rate each other more leniently
and to assign similar ratings across ratees as well
as across dimensions. In the other side, peer
assessment as a source of performance appraisal

has high reliability and validity (Farh et al.,
1991).
In certain situation, peers may be better
source of information regarding employee
performance than supervisors. For instance,
peers may have closer and more frequent contact
with ratees than supervisors. They may be able
to assess a wider range of performance
dimensions or to make more precise
performance distinction across ratees. The
information possessed by peers concerning
employee performance may in fact be more
accurate than that possessed by any other rater.
In some context, peer appraisals may be
necessary because supervisors or administrators
are not capable of accurately evaluating
performance do to lack of knowledge about the
individual’s particular specialty area. Peer
assessment as a source of performance appraisal
has high reliability and validity Greguras et al.,
2003). Although predictive validity and
reliability of peer-ratings have been well
established, the acceptability of peer ratings on
the part of ratees appears to be problematic. One
of the major obstacles constraining the use of
peer performance appraisals appears to be the
problem of ratee acceptance.
Barclay and Harland (1995) found that
several contextual factors do appear to influence
the acceptance of peer appraisals (although not
all factors are consistent across samples): the
nature of the performance dimensions being
evaluated (they should be dimensions that peers
have a good opportunity to observe), the number
of raters (more is better than fewer), the
experience of the ratee (more experienced ratees
are less accepting of peer ratings), the validity of
the ratings (higher is better), the bias of the rater
(lower is better), and the leniency of the ratings
(higher is better).
The result of this study also shows
differences of self-supervisor ratings and peersupervisor ratings of task performance, and
differences of self-supervisor ratings of
contextual performance. The non-convergent
evaluation of the three raters is supported by
some theories. Wheery’s theory of rating shows
the existence of three factors that influence the
performance evaluation, that is the evaluation on
the ratee’s actual job performance, some bias on
raters’ perception, memory on the ratee’s
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performance, and miscalculation (Wheery &
Bartlett, 1982). Based on the theory, the gap
between self-rating and supervisor-rating is
caused by perception bias towards the task
performance and contextual performance.
Borman’s (1997) research also shows the same
results. He states that there are reasons for the
gaps, amongst them are: (1) raters’ different
perspectives; (2) raters from different
perspectives see the same work aspects but give
different weight; and (3) raters from different
perspectives observe samples of different
behaviors. Schnake (1991) said that the reasons
of differences between raters are: (1) type of
occupation and organization; (2) requirements of
interpersonal interaction; (3) the degree of task
interdependence; (4) organizational culture and
work nature; (5) style of management; and (6)
personal characteristics.
Evaluating performance by using self rating
has some weaknesses. Among others is true
halo, a mistake or bias in evaluating each of the
work dimensions (Scullen et al., 2000). Besides,
the rater’s bias and mistakes result from the
influence of the interaction between raters and
ratees, and also the existence of leniency bias,
that is to tend to overvalue or undervalue. The
correlation between self and supervisor rating is
considered low (see Harris and Schaubroeck,
1988; Furnham and Stringfield, 1994; Conway
and Huffcutt, 1997; Nowack, 1997; Allen et al.,
2000; Korsgaard et al., 2003; Suliman, 2003;
Van der Heidjen and Nijhof, 2004; Khalid and
Ali, 2005). According to Harris and
Schaubroeck (1988), the low correlation
between the two raters is caused by egocentric
bias, gaps between organizational levels, and
opportunity to observe. Egocentric bias is a
result of the high self assurance (Baird, 1977;
Conway and Huffcutt, 1997).
Rater from different source provides unique
performance, relevant information to the rate and
would not be captured by traditional supervisory
ratings alone. Rater effects refer to two distinct
source of variance in performance ratings:
variance attributable to individual rater and
variance attributable to rater source. Existing
research has adopted two primary approaches to
assess the presence and pervasiveness to source
effects.
Research
has
compared
the
correspondence of ratings from same source
rates (e.g. self and peer) to that of different

source raters (e.g. peer and supervisor). The next
is that self perception and self improvement
approaches also state that an individual with
positive self image will regard him/herself as a
good
performer.
The
balance
and
inappropriateness theories state that there is a
factor that influences self-evaluation: workers’
self image. In the balance theory, there is a need
to keep stable and consistent orientation towards
oneself, others and environment. All the three
theories support the research findings.
For contextual performance, self rating were
different from others rating. The use of selfrating of contextual performance may be
exposed to social desirability bias that is the
tendency for individuals to inflate ratings of their
own performance (Schnake, 1991) and invite
spuriously high correlation (Organ and Ryan,
1995). This is because contextual performance
consist of a great variety of behaviors, thus
ratings provided by self and supervisors may not
be strongly correlated. Although not specifically
focused on peer-ratings, several studies
investigating multisource ratings have indicated
that a rather large portion of the total variance in
performance ratings is attributable to systematic
sources other than central ratee performance
(Dierdorff and Surface, 2007). The effects of
context on performance ratings are frequently
depicted as source of bias within ratings variance
and as nonperformance effects are often
attributable to individual raters.
The primary empirical focus has been to
address whether ratings from different sources
(e.g., self, supervisor, and peers) measure similar
performance
constructs,
provide
unique
perspectives, or are equally reliable. Murphy and
Cleveland argued that interrater agreement may
be a “non issue” because difference raters may
be rating different aspects of performance and/
or using different information in their
evaluations (Mersman and Donaldson, 2000).
Different rating source offer different
perspectives and this is where the utility of
multisource rating lies. A very high level of
convergence could indicate that additional
ratings offer redundant information and that
collecting them is a waste of organizational
resources. Convergence is clearly not an
indicator of “true score” or accuracy in all
circumstances. Although inter rater agreement
among raters (e.g. between self, peers, or
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supervisors) may be neither desired nor
expected, disagreement between self and other
raises some interesting questions about the
reasons behind the discrepancy.
Ratings from different sources can be
considered ‘method’ factors with different
correlational patterns between individual
differences measures and various criteria as a
function of rating source (Thomason et al.,
2011). They conclude in a study of multisource
performance ratings from each source have
different psychological meaning. The use of at
least two sources for criterion measures should
enhance our understanding of managerial
performance and our ability to predict it.
Different rating source may also be involved in
judgment of potentiality either formally or
informally and there is evidence of the growing
use of multiple performance appraisal sources,
especially peers (Viswesvaran et al., 2002;
2005).
The trend toward using multisource rating
systems for administrative purpose appears to be
based on the assumption that such systems
provide more complete and better quality
information than that gathered from single rater
source (Greguras et al., 2003). It is not possible
to ensure that methods effects do not influence
results, but it is reasonable for reviewers to
expect authors to take certain steps to reduce the
likelihood of common methods bias. Raters in
organization
cannot
be
treated
as
interchangeable forms of a rating instrument.
This is because different raters observe different
behaviors and have different responsibilities.
The treatment of raters as interchangeable
measurement
instruments
implies
that
measurement is a primary or important aspect of
performance rating in organization.
Disagreement between self and others raises
some interesting questions about reasons behind
the discrepancy. Self-rating higher than others is
because of ratees’ overestimation, whereas selfrating lower than others is because of ratees’
underestimations. Raters may disagree not
because of errors, but because of other reasons
such as seeing or remembering different things
about the ratees. On the other hand, agreement
between ratees might reflect other things that
true performance invariance. Ratings might be
influenced by such factors as ratee age, gender,
or attractiveness. Interrater correlations do not

estimate the reliability of job performance
ratings. Low correlations between raters reflect
not only error but in some cases, raters watch the
ratees in wide range of work situations.
In terms of practical implications, the results
suggested that self-ratings will generally show
only low correlations with ratings by others.
Using raters from different levels may also help
to develop consensus, eliminate bias, and
perhaps in turn lead to greater acceptance by
ratees. Self-rating and peer-ratings were about
the same in the accuracy of their behavior
reports, on average. The self-rating was better at
rating same behaviors whereas the peer was
better at other. It suggests that each rater has
some unique knowledge that is not available to
the other. A number studied found, on average, a
low correlation between self-ratings and other
ratings, including supervisor and peer appraisals.
Individuals have a significantly different view of
their own job performance than that held by
other people.
CONCLUSION
Self-rating of performance appraisal is more
lenient or higher than ratings obtained from
supervisor or peers. The lack of agreement
across different sources suggests that multiple
rating perspectives are necessity since the ratings
of different source do vary. Low correlation does
not imply a lack of validity or poor accuracy in
the ratings of any one source. Differences
between the rating sources regarding what job
behaviors are expected and what job behaviors
are considered as above and beyond
expectations. Job type, job level, types of
organization, and aspects of the performance
appraisal system affect the degree of self-other
ratings convergence. Individual characteristics
influence the amount of self-other ratings
agreement obtained in multirater systems.
Limitation of this study is the small sample size
of method respondents may limit the
generalizability of my results. My respondents
came from a variety of organizations as opposed
to a sample drawn from a single organization.
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